
Last Tango is pleased to present Andrew Gil-
bert’s first exhibition in Switzerland. Scottish 
artist Andrew Gilbert is not reluctant to face 
the darker side of the British Empire. He does 
it time and time again. His paintings, drawings 
and sculptures show a willingness to engage 
with “warts and all” of the imperial past and 
is particularly biting in its satire. Ever since he 
saw the 1964 film Zulu as a child the topic 
positively plagues his mind. A surreal mix of 
fact and fantasy, the narrative stage combines 
historical events with the present be it the An-
glo-Zulu War (1879) or the Battle of Culloden 
(1746).  His own polygamist persona (with 
many, many wives) often takes center stage 
with himself embodying the characters An-
drew, Emperor of Africa, Major Andrew Gil-
bert, the Messiah, the Dictator or the Martyr.1 
Additional eccentrics include his generals, 
secretaries (to serve him coffee and answer 
his business calls) and The Holy Broccoli, the 
biographer. Another protagonist that appears 
is Shaka Zulu or “The Black Napoleon,” a 
controversial and superstitious Zulu warrior 
king. Revolutionary in his military strategies, 
he took over vast territories of other tribes. 
(It is alleged that he sent people to death for 
their witch scent and for forcing his warriors 
to abstain from sex.)

In Gilbert’s over-the-top compositions 
we see hybrid figures, the subaltern wearing 
colonial paraphernalia and vice versa, 
such as Zulu female warriors wearing the 
British Phallic symbol, the White Helmet. 
Through his works on paper and his tableaux 
we encounter an array of visionary and 
contentious depictions, such as the British 
serving Zulus instant coffee, Queen Elizabeth 
as a cleaning lady, British soldiers as birds, the 

Scottish as cannibals, and crucified carrots. 
An array of places serve as backdrops 

such as Algeria with its Temple of the Winged 
Parsnip as well as Afghanistan, Sudan, South 
Africa, Egypt and German South-West Africa. 
We are able to piece together an imagined 
world based on idol worship, military history, 
primitivism in modern art and European 
iconographies of the “exotic.”

Among some of his source materials Gilbert 
cites colonial exhibition posters and 19th 
century illustration at large. One also sees 
strong formal inspirations from the German 
expressionists Emil Nolde and Ernst Ludwig 
Kirchner and the modernist infatuation with 
tribal art. Masked faces, sharp and angular 
forms, almond eyes, flattened space are but 
some of the stylistic approaches used. Just 
as in the famous street scenes of Kirchner, 
Gilbert employs the metropolis in his work 
though not Berlin where he is based but rath-
er the streets of Ooooooogily such as in Saint 
Andrew lives in Ooooooogily Street - not 
in contemporary disgusting Berlin (2016). 
Kirchner was an avid visitor of the ethno-
graphic museums in Dresden and Berlin 
much like Gilbert is today. Gilbert finds their 
scenography and symbolical context off the 
wall: “I am fascinated by the emotive displays, 
the dark lighting, the sand in vitrines to evoke 
exotic settings and the occasional use of [Af-
rican] drum music in the background. This 
would be the equivalent to presenting Chris-
tian European paintings with incense, candle 
light and organ music.” (E-mail interview with 
the artist, February 2017.) 

Gilbert is wary of both our media culture and 
the contemporary art world: “I’m from Edin-
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burgh, which is the whitest, blandest porridge 
on earth, and have lived in Germany for eight 
years [now since 2009] with no television, 
so I’m not an expert on contemporary cul-
ture, but I think the enemy is still there, even 
if it hides behind a veil made of Shakira’s 
breasts.” (The Saatchi Gallery Magazine, 
Autumn 2010.) 
 
Some of the works presented at Last Tango 
specifically make reference to the Hauka 
movement, a religious movement originating 

in French Colonial 
Africa. One of the 
distinguishing cer-
emonies consisted 
of members of the 
cult simulating mil-
itary rituals of their 
colonial occupiers. 
One painting has the 
words “Les Maîtres 
Fous” [The Mad 
Masters] inscribed 
onto it alluding to 
the contested 1955 
film by ethnologist 
Jean Rouch which 
depicted possessed 
Hauka followers in 
a trance-like state. 
Phalluses and vulvas 
occasionally appear 
in his work as mark-
ers of the inappro-
priate European fan-
tasies of the sexual 
black body and of its 
commodification (as 

with Saartjie Baartma in the 19th century and 
Josephine Baker in the 20th).   
 
Gilbert’s boundless imagination does not end 
with the pictorial image but also finds its way 
through poetry of which several books have 
been published: “Andrew your eyes are a 
thousand Mushrooms and from your fingers 
are Bird heads that sing a thousand songs of 
your Glory - tomorrow we advance upon the 
field of Omdurman - tomorrow we advance 
upon the field of Isandlwana.” (Excerpt from 
Andrew’s Glorious Army Crosses the Alps 
published by Studio d’arte Raffaelli, 2013)

Gilbert is obsessed with the absurdity of 
war and the History of colonialism, because 

to him it says something about the human 
condition and is a means for him to challenge 
the notion of European civilization. He is 
looking for an alternative world to escape 
into: “When I have to go to a supermarket 
I often imagine I am leading infantry into 
musket fire, especially while waiting at 
traffic lights as if waiting to give the order 
to advance. I like to imagine my head being 
blown off by grape shots… I walk up and 
down the aisles blessing the products as if 
I was inspecting my regiments before the 
Great Attack.”

For press inquiries please contact: 
lindajensen@lasttango.info

1 Major Andrew Gilbert 
is based on the real-life figure, 
Major-General Andrew Gilbert 
Wauchope who died whilst 
combatting the Boers in 1899. In 
the concoction of Gilbert he did 
not die and is thought to have 
created a kingdom in the African 
jungle, along with the Geman ex-
pressionist painter Ernst Kirchner 
who has turned mad. 

Andrew Gilbert, Hauka Fetish of Colonial Governor, 
2014, acrylic, fineliner and watercolor on paper, 100 
x 70 cm. Copyright: © 2017 the artist. Courtesy of 
SPERLING, Munich. 


